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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

A NAVAL OFFICER

FORCE
LOST

NO

NEWS HAS BEEN RECEIVED
FROM AMERICAN ADMIRAL
IN NICARAGUA

FOUOIIT BATTLE

HAVE

MAY
UNITED

STATES

FORCE

BEGAN

GRANADA.

MARCH TOWARD
FEW DAYS AGO

NO

CAUSEJCR

ANXIETY

THE MARINES ARE THOUGHT TO
HAVE BEEN ABLE TO PRO- TECT THEMSELVES

Washington, Sept. 21. Early dis
v
patches to the state department
of
Adlmarl
news
contained no
Southerland and his marines, ibelleved
to have fought a battle wtlh revolu- tionists who , sought to delay their
were
Officials
march to Granada.
communi
of
the
difficulty
puzzled by

Barranca fortress, which is lo
cated ciose to tne railroad line, or
the Americans would bombard the position on Thursday morning. At daybreak on Thursday General Zeledon's
cninmanders entered into further ne
gotiations with the American admir
al, which resulted in an agreement by
which the train would be allowed to
pass through Mazaya and by which
the Americans withdrew their demand
for the surrender of Barranca Hill.
In accordance with this agreement
the train entered Mazaya on Thursday night. As It reached the station
several drunken insurgents fired at
Major Smedley D. Butler, but the bullets missed him and slightly wounded
three American marines. The Ameri
cans in the back part of the train
thereupon opened fire upon the reb
els, but the fire was quickly suppressed by General Butler. Insurgent
lenders promptly disavowed the action of the reoels and promptly apologized to the major for the occurrence.
This terminated the incident and the
train: proceeded to Granada, where
..,:v.-.:it arrived today.
POOR OLD IRELAND.
Coleraine, Ireland, Sept. 21. Five
houses were wrecked in a riot at Londonderry today between factions disputing over home rule following a
meeting of unionists in Guild hall,
presided over by the Duke of Aber- corn. Nationals stoned the torch bearers and bandsmen of the unionists.
Sir Edward Corson and the other
unionist leaders who are conducting
the home rule campaign in Ulster re
ceived an enthusiastic reception here
today. The town had been gaily deco
rated and the unionists' clubs, headed
by bands, escorted Sir Edward and his
party from the railroad station to the

cation.
No uneasiness was felt for the safe
ty of the United States force. Officials said the force was more than
equipped to deal with any rebel force
it might meet. The lack of news was
explained partly by the fact that Ad
miral Southerland must be many miles
no
from Manaeua. his base, with
grounds where a great demonstration
means of sending messages except b was held.
courier.
The relief of Granada, with its for
eign inhabitants, officials say, was im
perative if other foreign governments
were not to take a part in protecting
their subjects. Definite advices from
Admiral Southerland were anxiously
UTAH
"
"'
awaited.
A delayed telegram from Ameri-caMinister Weitzel received today con- MINERS, ARMED WITH HEAVY
firms reports of the Nicaraguan revoRIFLES, CONTROL GATES OF
lutionists again using lake steamer?
SHAFT HOUSES
and
other
San
Jorge
and bombarding
towns on Lake Nicaragua in the neigh21. Three
Bingham, Utah, Sept
borhood of Rivas. An attack on Rivas
'
hundred
this
strikers
reappeared
from the north by Zeledon's column
on
In
fortifications
the
the
morning
the
has been completely repulsed by
"shoot-Ih- g
known
as
mountain
the
side,
federals with considerable losses to
gallery" from which the firing
both sides.
was
done toward the Utah copper
It was believed today that for addi- mine on the first
days of the miners'
SoutherAdmiral
Rear

I

Tilt

tional force

land had been obliged to go as far
north as Leon, where there is a garrison of bluejackets and marines. It is
thought he may have found necessary
more artillery than the two three-inc- h
guns which he had with him. The
only recourse would be to dismount
some of the smaller caliber guns on
the gunboat Annapolis at Corinto.
Officials of the state department are
confident Admiral Southerland will
get to Granada, and that he will seize
some of the lake steamers and send
his' dispatches out by way of Rivas
and thence by short overland trips to
San Juan del Sur, the cable station.

Three Marines Wounded
Managua, via Sah Juan del Sur,
Sept. 20. (delayed in transmission).
marines were
Three American
bullets
wounded
by
insurgent
slightly
fired at Major Smedley in the Butler's
ibattalion of American marines as the
train bearing the force of bluejackets
and marines was passing through Ma- saya Thursday night for the purpose
of opening up the railroad to Granada. The American force arrived to
day at Granada, the populace of which
is o,n the verge of starvation.
Reported

Safe.

Kindness Sours If Not
Kept in Circula- tion.

.

relief force left
Sunday,
September 15 to
Managua
open the national railroad to Granada,
where it was reported a number of
girl students at a college had been
isolated for forty days and were facAs the train aping starvation.
'
proached Mazaya it waB fired upon y
rebels entrenched on Barranca Hill
and it was forced to come to a stand- The American

stil1.
who was in
Admiral Southerland,
command of the expedition, had an in
terview with the commissioners sent
out "by the insurgent leader. General
Zeiedon on Wednesday, but nothing
came of the conference, General Zeie
don refusing to allow the train carry
ing the marines to pass through the
city. Admiral Southerland on Wednesday night sent a message to the
rebel chief demanding the surrender

The men are supposed to be a part
the force which came down from
the breast works to hear the address pi
Governor Spry Thursday. The fort
ress was deserted yesterday and it is
is due
supposed that its
to the predictions that
mm
would be put to work by the Ntah
Copper company today.
Superintendent Schilling of the company did not confirm'the predictions.
"We will do
He said this morning:
nothing today."
More deputy sheriffs were sent out
on the Bingham and Garfield railroad
this morning to strengthen the patrol
established on the theory that the
line might be blockaded to prevent the'
importation of strike breakers. There
had been no firing up to 9 o'clock
this morning, although the strikers retain, all their weapons.
Assistant General Manager R. C.
Gemmell of the Utah Copper company
arrived here this morning and Gener- al Manager D. C. Jackling is due here
later today for a conference with mine
officials and members of t4ie sheriff's
posse. It is said that plans for putting strikebreakers to work will be
'
discussed.
Assistant Manager R.' C. Gimmell
of the Utah Copper company, Adjutant General E. A. Wedgewood, Captain W. C. Webb, First battery Utah
National guard, Lieutenant. C. A. Perseus, U. S. A., and Deputy Sheriff
Schweitzer today made an Inspection
of the workings of the copper company's property, where 2,800 of the
were employed.
Bingham strikers
The inspection was made to select
points of vantage for stationing companies of the National guard in case
it should become necessary to call
out the state militia."
So far today the strikers have been
unusually quiet and little excitement
was caused by the'movements of t'na
party headed by Mr. Gimmell. Rumors of plans to place machine-gun- s
opposite the fortifications on the
mountainside held by the strikers have
'
so far been unconfirmed.
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INSPECTORS

SHOULD SEE THAT
FUNDS ARE SAFELY
PLACED.

New York, Sept. Zl. A ruling of
great interest to country oanks was
laid down today by Lawrence 0. Mur
ray, comptroller of the currency, in
an address delivered here to a
gather
ing of national bank examiners.
On
and after October 1, he said, he desired that at the examination of all coun
try bankks the board of directors shall
be convened and the examination of
assets made in their presence.
The comptroller cautioned the ex
aminers "to inquire into very careful,
ly any undue concentration of the
loans of a bank in companies controlled by the bank's officers or direc-
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BROTHER SHOOTS BROTHER ,
Denver, Sept. 21. With four bullet
I
wounds in his body, Samuel Garcia,
was brought to Denver Saturday from
Pina, N. M., accompanied by hia bride
of less than two months. Garcia was
taken from the Union depot to Mercy
hospital where he will be operated
on in an effort to save his life. The
honeymoon of Mr. and Mrs. Garcia
was .brought to an abrupt termination
COMPTROLLER
OF
CURRENCY CHARACTERIZES
REPUBLICANS SENATOR LODGE DECLARES IT IS last Sunday night - at the home of LOYAL MEXICAN ARMY
GETTJNG
Garcia's brother, near Pina, following
MAKES A NEW
AS THE TAIL IN KANSAS
MEANINGLESS COLLECTION
READY TO HUNT DOWN
a quarrel between Samuel and his
1
RULING,
SPEECH
OF WORDS.
OROZCO.
brother, Jose P. Garcia. Jose emptied
his revolver at his brother, four of
WANTS CLOSE EXAMINATION SAYS EE HAD A MAJORITY TALKS FOE PRESIDENT TAFT the bullets taking effect. .
EEEEL'S
HEAVY
The quarrel was the result of the
refusal of Samuel Garcia to abide by
SAYS DIRECTORS
SHOULD BE STILL DISCOURSES
ABOUT THE URGES PEOPLE OF OHIO TO CAST an order from his brother to have no- REPORTS FROM BATTLE AT SAN
PRESENT WHEN ASSETS
THEIR VOTES FOR REINJUSTICE OF CHICAGO
thing to do with the man who had
JOAQUIN RANCH ARE REARE REVIEWED.
broken
up Jose's home a short time
CONVENTION
ELECTION.
CEIVED.
before. iJose's wife had left him to
live with the other man and refused
MOST BESAFEGIJAHOED EXPECTS TO TAKE A REST SAYS
IT
to return to him when he sought to TRAIN SERVICE TO KESUME
IS
IM1
effect a reconciliation.

"I speak now," he continued, "of
e
such a concentration
any
would ruin the bank if the loans are
bad. Whenever you come across a
case where the directors or officers
are unduly concentrating the funds of
a bank in corporations controlled by
themselves and where you have no information onw'ifch to bise arvopyuier.
as to whether the loans are good or
bad, it seems to me you .are clearly
entitled to do one of three things:
"First That the bookB of the corporations be voluntarily opened to
you, or second
That the directors'
give you a full statement in detail of
the business of the concerns, or third,
That a copy be given you of a report on the company, "or corporation
made by an independent auditor."
Mr. Murray complimented the examiners for their work, but added "we
must improve it materially."
He said he considered the country
examiner often overworked and underpaid, but nevertheless he insisted
"that the time given to examining
country banks be materially lengthened."
,
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CANDIDATE
SPEND SUNDAY IN THE
FLOWER STATE

WILL
SUN-

Kansas City, Kan., Sept. 21. "The
tail said it was irregular for the dog
to wag it," said Colonel Roosevelt
today of the statement that the progressives had bblted from the repub
lioan party. "In Nebraska for instance, at the primaries last spring,
Mr, Taft polled about
of the
republican vote. Yet our opponents
called themselves regular, and they
called the 83 or 84 per cent of the
voters bolters."
Colonel Roosevelt came into Kansas to remain here for two days, campaigning here today and resting tomorrow.
He did not know exactly
where he was going, hut his secretary announced that if all went well
he expected to take the colonel from
Kansas to Ottawa, Lawrence and then
to Topeka before, nightfall.
Colonel, Roosevelt said that he had
received reports of political
conditions from the east which were enone-sixt- h

couraging to. him.
" "I am
to
that the
Is doing its best to catch up with the
west," he said, "we're going to give a
good account of ourselves along the
Atlantic coast In November."

liaiy

f?

Bryan Says Taft Is Honest.
Pocatello,
Idaho, Sept. 21. From
the rear platform of his train William
ror Woodrow
J. Bryan campaigned
Wilson from Montana to this city today, speaking at a number of towns
where short stops were made. In an
address of one hour at Idaho Falls
this morning Mr. Bryan assailed Colonel Roosevelt's plan for a federal
commission to regulate trusts.
In his Pocatello speech in the afternoon he expressed his belief in the
personal honesty of President Tatt,

but maintained tnat the president
distrusted the common people. Mr.
Bryan will go from here to Ogden.

NOT OBLIGED

TO GIVE TESTIMONY

i

PROGRESSIVE

HARRIMAN AND MISS BLISS
EXCUSED BY SENATOR
'
CLAPP.

Washington, Sept. 21. Mrs. Harri-mawidow of Edward H. Harriman,
the railroad magnate, and Miss Bliss,
daughter of the late Cornelius N.
Bliss, former treasurer of the republican national committ(!, will be ex
cused from testifying before the sen- te committee lnve8tigating campaign
expenses, Senator Clapp and Senator
Pomerene decided today.
A Bergeant-at-armsent ' to .New
York to subpoena them, was assured
by C. jC. Tegthoff, formerly
private
secretary to Mr. Harriman, that Mrs.
Harriman had no personal knowledge
of any
contributions and that ne
would be willing to produce any documents of the Harriman estate for the
inspection of the committee.
M. F. Elliott, general counsel for tne
Standard Oil company, C. T. White
and W. H. Libby, also Standard Oil
officials, have been served with
to produce certain books before the committees.

DETECTIVES ARE AT WORK.
Pensacola, Fla., Sept. 21. Additional detectives arrived here today to aid
in the investigation of Wednesday's
theft of $55,000 from a shipment of
currency by express between Pensacola and Flomaton, Ala. Employes of
the First National bank of Pensacola,
which shipped the money, and of the
Southern Express company; are undergoing an examination. It is announced
that an arrest may be made withir
the next 24 hours.

CHINA REFUSES LOAN.
Peking, Sept. 21. The Chinese min-

ister 'of finance today categorically
refused the terms offered by the
banking group for a loan to
Ghina. The terms demanded strong
security, foreign supervision over the
expenses and an option over future
loans during the ensuing five years.

THE COUNTRY SHOULD
FOOTBALL SEASON OPENS.
CONTINUE REPUBLICAN
'
Boston, Sept. 21. Under slightly
PARTY IN POWER.
modified rules, the first football games
of the season were scheduled today on
Columbus, Ohio, Sept. 21. Senator half a dozen college gridirons, princi
Henry Cabot Lodge opened the repuo- pally In the northeasterly part of the
llcan campaign in Ohio today with an country. None of the large universit
unqualified defense of the administra- ies' will begin their matches for a few
tion and a plea for the
of days. The modifications in the rules
President Taft.
this year are expected by those 1n
"I come to urge you to do every- charge of the game to make scoreless
thing in your power in this, his own ties infrequent.
The graduate directors of American
of President
state, for the
Taft," he said. "I believe that the elec- football, known as the rules committion of the republican candidates, tee, will confer in New York this
from the highest to the lowest, was evening regarding the interpretation
never more important than at vuo of some of the important rule changes.
One of the principal games scheduled
.
present time."
can- for today was the Carlisle Indians and
Throughout the
vass Senator Lodge had held aloot Albright.
from factional quarrels because of his

peculiarity intimate relations, person-a- l
and official, with Colonel Roosevelt
and his friendly relations with the
Taft administration. Today's speech
was his formal utterance on national
Issues as newly defined at Chicago
and Baltimore.
Senator Lodge said the democratic
party had abandonee the fundamental
principles which it once supported
and said Its plattorm looked on Its
face like a "perfectly vague and incoherent aggregation of sentences, a
mass of language intended to get
votes." .
The return to power of that party
was pictured a.s the forerunner of
commercial disaster, provided its present attitude on the tariff was maintained. Senator Lodge did not mention the progressive party or Colonel
Roosevelt by name, but by implication
he opposed the policy of the recall of
judges and devoted a third of his time
to what he said was
proposal to
tear down the constitution of the
United States. "To convert it into a
statute changeable by the whim of the
moment."

YARDEBBILT GDP

RACE

POSTPONED BY JUDGES
TRACK IS IN DANGEROUS
DITION DUE TO HEAVY
RAINS
.' .

CON- -

NACOZARI RAIROAD EXPECTS

TO

COMMENCE OPERATION
MONDAY.
j

Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 21. The fed
eral columns under Colonels Alvara-do and Munez, which were out of com
munication with Agua Prieta for sev
eral days, have arrived at Fronteras
where they have combined with Colo
nel Obregon.
There are now shout

federals at Fronteras.
Additional reports of the battle
at San Joaquin ranch show the rebel
loss to have been much heavier than,
first reported. Six more bodies
increasing the rebel dead
to 28, and more are thought to be In
the hills. The federal losses were
correspondingly reduced when gfcc
men thought to have been killed reach
ed Fronteras.
In anticipating an attack by rebels.
nearly the entire garrison at Agua
Prieta was used for outpost duty last
night, the town having been virtually
surrounded by guards during tha, "
600

,

h

night.

The Nacoiarl railroad expects .
resume train service Monday if thek"
"
is no further damage dona bythy
rebels. AH federals now in the field
Race Course, Wauwatosa, Wis., are
expected to arrive on that day.
Sept. 21. Owingj to continued rain,
officials of the race meet decided this
to postpone the running
Campa Has Close Call
morning
Tucson, Ariz., Sept 21. The autoof the Vanderbllt cup race, scheduled
A conference
was then mobile of an American mining engifor today.
called to discuss another date for the neer named Hockworth saved
the rebel leader, from, capture
race.
Referee Pardlngton announced that by Colonel Giron's federals Wednesthe decision as to the time and date day, the rebel chief abandoning his
for running the Vanderbllt race would men to effect his own escape.
Campa's desertion of his men was
be announced definitely later today.
Lt was intimated that at least two days described in a message from Altar
would be needed to dry out the course. which stated that when the federals
Some officials insisted that the course were on the heels of the fleeing rebcould be put in condition, with the els after the rout of the latter by Qlron.
aid of the sun, in a few hours. A Campa met the mining engineer. Ha
number of the local association fav- forced Hocksworth to turn about and
ored running the Vanderbllt race to- take him out of danger, leaving his
men to shift for themselves.
Hocksmorrow, Sunday.
series of auto- worth took- Campa to a point near
Vanderbllt
The
cup
IMPORTANT WITNESS
mobile races was this afternoon put Querobabi, on the Sonora railway.
The Altar district is in a serious
off two weeks. This decision was arIN SNEAD KILLING rived at at a meeting of the Automobile predicament because of its great isolaDealers' association followed by a tion and the thorough looting of the
meeting of the drivers. The Vander- district by the rebels. The residents
B.
B.
EPPING WAS WITH THE bilt cup race will be held October 2, are facing starvation. In their flight
SLAYER OF A. G. BOYCE,
the Wisconsin challenge and Pabst the rebels looted Mababi ranch, which
JR., SATURDAY
trophy races October 3 and the Grand is owned by an. English syndicate.
They took food and all of the horses,
Prix Saturday, October 5.
ma'Amarillo, Tex., Sept. 21. In the arleaving the American cowboys
rest of B. B. Epplng, a farmer on the
rooned on the desert.
Sneed ranch near Paducah, Texas, the
KNOX'S VISIT IUDE
police today believe they have cap
Tracing Orozco's Course.
tured the mysterious assistant of Johi
El Paso, Mex., Sept. 21. Reports of
A FBIEND OF JAPAN a
Beal Snead. Epping was concealed
skirmish between rebels led by Pas-cufor a week at Amarillo near the scene
Orozco, Jr., and federals defendof the killing of Al G. Boyce, Jr.
a
a
ranch on the
ing
PLEASED AT
LITTLE RATION
Epping was identified by O. J.
state line, indicated to. officials
SYMPATHY EXPRESSED BY
from whom he rented the house
here today the courre being pursued
AMERICAl
here and in which Snead is alleged to
On
the rebel commander-in-chieby
have been concealed, and 1, J.
Orozco ana his 1,200 rebels
Thursday
of
21
State
Secretary
Tokio, Sept.
from whom he purchased the
passed a ranch owned by General
window shades put in the house the and Mrs. Knox left Tokio today for Trevino and located on the Coahuila
Yokohama on their way to the United
day before Boyce was killed.
75 miles south of the
west
BishStates. Many 'persona prominent in Texas boundary, Orozco continued
to
Distr'ct
Attorney
According
border.
staop, Epping admits being in Amarillo Japanese public life were at the
moving due east. According
with Snead, but denied any knowl- tion to see the American party off. to the report of Enrique O. Llorente,
edge of a plan to kill Boyce. Epping The concensus of Japanese press and Mexican consul at El Paso, 150 dearrived in Quanah, Texas, on the personal opinion Is that the American fenders of the ranch routed 1,200 reh- train that left Amarillo at 6:35 o'clock mission has created the most favor- m.
last Saturday evening, the day of the able impression, demonstrating the
about sympathy of the United States in JapBoyce was killed
tragedy.
Bodies Rotting In Streets.
an's national loss'.
4:30 o'clock.
of
Marfa,
American
Texas, Sept. 21. People re
the
secretary
Tonight
state and his staff attended a quiet turning from OJInaga, where the fedANTIETAM COMMEMORATED.
New York, Sept, 21. The fiftieth dinner given by American residents erals were defeated Sunday, say they
at which Mr. Knox saw as many as fifteen dead bodies of
anniversary of the battle of Antietam of Yokohama,
made
the
in
only speech he has delivered Mexicans lying in the streets as late-- '
was celebrated today
Prospect
Park, Brooklyn, under the auspices since his arrival . in Japan and in as Thursday. The deputy United"
of the War Veterans and Sons" asso- which he paid a glowing tribute to the States customs collector at Presidio,
ciation. Preceding the literary exer- Japanese nation. - The American the Americans declare, has in his poscises there was a large parade in cruiser Maryland which will take the session 70 horses, 250 rifles, 16,000
e
American party back, to the United rounds of ammunition and 50 pistols
which surviving veterans of the
that
York
New
fought States, will sail from. Yokohama for capturedfrom smugglers in the last
regiments
few days.
Honolulu Sunday.
at Antietam took the leading part.
,
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MEETING WITH GOVERNOR GLASS-COCNOT HOPED TO BE
,
SATISFACTORY.

Charleston, W. Va., Sept. 21. International. officers of the United Mine
Workers of America assembled here
to confer with Governor Glasscock,
representatives of commercial bodies
and coal operators concerning the
troubles that called 1,200 West Virginia militiamen into the field and
placed a large area under martial law
because of the miners' strike, have
their disappointment with plans
for the meeting. It was stated today
that the strike in the Kanawha coal
field would not be permitted to enter
into the discussion, as the coal operators had taken the position that they
wanted no interference from persons
outside the state.

d

fifty-thre-

.

TWO
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LBUQUERQUE

m

10 Km

NATIONS

OUT RED

Albuquerque, N. M.. Sept. 21. The
Citizens'
League of Albuquerque,
which caused the redlight district In
this city to be closed more than a
ing that they are violators of Section
step to again .break up the district,
members of the league swearing out
25 warrants for the arrest of as
many
inmates of houses of ill fame, charguilty was entered and attorneys for th
542 of the city ordinance.
The war
rants were sworn to by prominent
members of the league, including Rev.
Hermon P. Williams, recognized lead- er of the "vice abolition movement,1
Rev. s. E. Allison, J. E. Elder, Dr. W.
O. Hope, Dr. C. H. Connor and others.
Preceding the swearing out of the warrants a delegation composed of members of the Citizens' league and the
Ministerial Alliance held a conference
at the police station.. The league was
represented by Messrs. Conner, Elder,
Hope, Edgar Bass and others, while
the Ministers' Alliance was represented by Rev. Hermon P. Williams, Rev.
S. E. Allison, Rev. Hugh A. Cooper
and Rev. C. O. Beckman. The Citi- zens' league held a meeting
last
night at which it was decided to tak
action and force the issue on the red-ligquestion while the Bernalillo
county grand Jury is In session.
The warrants against the women of
the red light were sworn out before
Justice of the Peace W. W. McClel-laChief of Police McMillin at once
detailed a special officer to serve the
warants. The redlight district was
soon in a state of excitement, as the
action of the Citizens' league was entirely unexpected by the residents of

of

deaf-mute-

s

there are three principal methods:
The oral, the sign manual and the
combined method. Many teachers prefer the sign and manual method, for
s
are natural mimics and
when thrown into one another's society1 there grows up amongst them a
language of Bigns, gradually becoming
so conventionalized as to be able to
express abstract thought. The language of signs Is their natural language and hence Is often called their
The written lan"mother tongue."
guage, of course, is also taught as is
and finger spelling.
deaf-mute-

It

Lu-cer-

,

fur-the-

YOU

DOUBT IT.

MRS. LOPEZ GETS DAMAGES.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 21. The jury
When the Proof Can Be Easily Invest- awarded the sum of $3,000 as damages
to Efegenia Sandoval de Lopez, who
(gated.
brought suit in the district court
When so many grateful citizens of against Jacob Armijo. Neil B. Field,
East Las Vegas testify to benefit de- representing the defendant, filed norived from Doan's Kidney Pills, can tice of an appeal to the supreme
you doubt the evidence The proof is court.
not far away it is almost at your
The case was tried before judge Abdoor. Read what a resident of East bott in the district court here and
Las Vegas says about Doan's Kidney aroused a good deal of interest.
Pills. Can you demand more convincOther Suits.
The following suits have been filed.
ing testimony?
Charles O'Malley, 713 Main Ave.,
Henry P. Chelton vs. Board of
East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "In County' Commissioners of Banta Fe
jl907 I publicly recommended Doan's county, on railroad coupon bouds:
Kidney Pills and at this time I can Bird S. Color vs. Board of County
confirm the statement I then gave in Commissioners, on bonds; C. A. Fish
their praise. I obtained Doan's Kid- er vs. C. H. Martindale, Santa Fe
ney Pills at the Center Block Phar- Lodge of Perfection, garnishment;
macy and the cure they effected has John H. Walker vs. W. E. Cogdell, ou
been permanent."
account; Francis J. Wash, assignee
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 Army and Navy Magazine vs. O. W.
Educents.
Co., Buffalo, N. Alexander, appellant; Board-oY sole agents for the United States. cation of City of Santa Fe vs. Ida
Remember the name Doan's and Astler, civil appeal; First National
take no other.
bank vs. Eugenlo Romero, on note.
Foster-Milbur-
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If every style suited every women,
wouldn't be as rare as they really are.
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and there Is every indication that the
gathering next week will surpass all
its predecessors in attendance and
This year's on-general importance.
gress is held under the auspices c
the United States government and
President Taft is scheduled formally
to open the congress of which he js
the honorary president.
Every country of Europe, practically every civilized country of the rest
of the world, including the United
States and Canada and he South and
Central American republics are rep
resented by delegates and many of the
principal countries are also represent
ed in the exhibition of hygiene and
demography which was opened a week
ago and will continue for two more
weeks to supplement the congress
The delegates assembled here include
experts representing every state of the
union, more than one h' ndred munici'
palities, scores of organizations acin
matters
of
tive
hygiene and sanitation and nearly every prominent university and college In the United
States and Canada, as well as many
scientific bodies.,
Dr. Henry P. Walcott, chairman of
the state board of health of Massachusetts, will be the presiding officer
at the sessions of the congress, while
the exhibition is under the control
and direction of Dr. Joseph W.
Schereschewsky of the United States
public health and marine hospital ser
vice. The congress will be divided
into nine sections, each of which will
have its own program. The exhibition
is held in a number of specially constructed buildings in Potomac Park
and is attracting great interest.
The general subject of hygiene in
all its subdivisions will be discussed
at the sessions of the congress next
week by experts from all parts of the
civilized globe. Among the subjects
of practical interest to be discussed
are "Sewage Disposal by Dilution,
with Reference to Conditions, in Tidal
Waters and Large Streams"; "Water
Purification in Europe by Biological
Methods"; "Disposal of Waste"; "The
Campaign Against Noise"; "Hygiene
of City Babies"; "Sanitary Aspects of
Housing Problems"; "Sewage Purification by Oxidation Methods"; "Bacteriological Examination of Market
Milk"; "The Nutritive Requirements
in Early Infancy";
"Importance of
Flies and Other Insects as Carriers of
Infectuous Diseases"; "Prevention of
Water-BornDiseases in River Trafand Urban
fic"; "Transportation
Health"; "The Model Law for Municipalities'.'; "Air Pollution"; "Hygiene
of Street Traffic"; "State and Municipal Hygiene"; "The Sanitary Aspect
of Public Water Supplies"; "City Planning"; "Rural Betterment"; "State
Insurance in Relation to Public
Health" and scores of other problems
of an economic and hygienic nature.
One whole section of the congress
will be devoted to "State and Munici-- ,
pal Hygiene" and symposiums have
been arranged for the discussion of
public health organization and administration in England, Germany, Denmark, Japan and other countries. One
of the most interesting papers will be
e
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just what we give you here,

h1

We cannot imagine any taste
in dress that we cannot satisfy,

1

assortments. Wooltex itself
means "variety" as surely as it
is
a
it
We
means reliability and value.
provided
good taste.
C
Copyiinln WI2 The H.
aim to satisfy all shades of pref- There seems to be no limit to
UolliWukaCaMB
erence; to suit every posible re- the resource and originality of
tin. 830 This new suit, the
quirement of age, figure or the Wooltex designers, backed
Wooltex 'Savoy," shows the new
purse.
as they are by the splendid cutaway style so much m favor
Wooltex garments lead in our Wooltex Paris Fashion Bureau. this season, as well as numerous
other- distinctive style features.

s
.

Copyiisliil9l2 nwH
Mafcot of U'udtex

women

d

The tastefully gowned woman is so because she has selected
the particular style that suits her age, build, complexion and carriage. She has not selected a style simply because it looked wel1
in a picture or on somebody else.

And that

601

well-dresse-

But you can't do any "selecting" unless you have a varie"
from
which to select. Therefore, the first step toward
ty
being
tastefully dressed is to go to a store that offers a wide and a care"
fully choosen variety.

1

11,-93-

was A. Melville Bell who devised
the method of teaching articulation by
visible speech and this method was Introduced by Dr. Alexander Graham
Bell, the famous inventor of the telephone, Into the Clarke school at
Northampton, Mass. Dr. Bell is quoted as saying; "With proper instruction in schools for the deaf, that word
'dumb' as applied to human beings
will be driven out of the English language."
Any one passing the New Mexico
School for the Deaf south of the city
the district
and seeing the pupils carrying on aniAll the warrants sworn to today mated "sign" conversations will agree
were served with the exception of sev- with Dr. Bell that the word "dumb"
eral Issued for women who had left may be applied only to animals.
the city several weeks ago. Mora
The Trustees
20 residents of the district were
The school here is governed by a
arraigned before Judge McClellan this board of trustees who are: Samuel G.J
afternoon. In each case a plea of not Cartwright, president, of Santa Fe;
guilty was entered and attorneys for M T. Dunlavy, secretary, of Santa Fe;
the defendants requested contlnuan- - B. E. Hedding, of Mountainalr; Alex.
i
In most instances, were ander Gusdorf, of Taos; Clpriano
A oes, which,
'.
ranted.
Professor W. O.
of Cerrillos.
'
; "We are in this fight to stay," de- Connor, who has had wide experience
clared Rev. Mr. Williams this after- - in teaching the deaf, is the superin
"We intend to close the red- tendent He is assisted by several
AM.
r
We teachers who have spent years in this
2 :5feht district in Albuquerque.
Jf.
have been in the fight now more difficult work.
than two years. We are going to win
if we have to keep up the battle for
PAST FIFTY? YOU NEED
another two years. We were successful once in having the district closed.
A weak kneed city council saw fit to What Glasses Are to Weak Eyes
permit it to be reopened. We do not
Cascarets Are to Weak Bowels
r
care to make public at this time
plans we may have for the sup
Most old people must give to the
pression of the vice. The grand jur. bowels some regular help, else they
we hope, will take some interest in Buffer from
constipation. The condiour fight for righteousness. We can tion is
perfectly natural. It is Just
say at this time, however, that the as natural as it is for old people to
arrest of these women today is but walk slowly. For age is never so acthe beginning of our present fight on tive as youth. The muscles are less
the redlight. The Women will prob elastic. And the bowel are musably he fined. Perhaps they think cles.
that will be the last of it, but they
So all old people need Cascarets.
will soon find they are mistaken in One
might as well refuse to aid weak
this thought."
eyes with glasses as to neglect 'this
gentle aid to weak bowels. The bowTO DISCUSS CITY AFFAIRS.
els must be kept active. This is Im21. Delegates
Dusseldorf,
Sept.
portant at all ages, but never so much
from many countries are arriving in as at fifty.
Dusseldorf for the international conAge is not a time for harsh physics.
gress on municipal
affairs, which Youth may occasionally
whip the
will meet Monday for a week's ses- bowelB into
activity. But a lash can't
sion. A large attendance and an at be used
every day. What the bowels
tractive program combine to give of the old need is a gentle and natpromise of an interesting and profit- ural tonic. One that can be constantable conference.
The principal sub
ly used without harm The only such
jects to be discussed will be munici- tonic is Cascarets and they cost only
pal construction, municipal traffic 10 cents per box at any drug store.
and the fostering ot arts, sciences and
They work while you sleep.
public safety in cities.
CAN

HYGIENE

deaf-mute- s,

In the Instruction

1912.

The style (hat
is ' your style

deaf-mute-

pupils.

21,

GATIIE

Santa Fe. N. M., Sept 21. The New
Mexico School
for the Deaf has BIG CONGRESS IN WASHINGTON
EXPECTED TO ACCOMPLISH
opened again this year with a large
MUCH GOOD.
more
puor
score
and
a
attendance,
pils will arrive within the next few
Washington, D. C, Sept. 21. More
days.
The education of the deaf dates than three thousand of the world's
back to the middle centuries, the first most noted experts in hygiene and
regular instructor having been Pedro sanitation are gathered in this city at
.1 - T
IT
icon IDi n a.vnnatV present, waiting to attend the Fifs
to teenth International Congress of Hywho taught several
giene and Demography, which is to
In
the
and
write
past
cipher.
read,
century many schools have been es- open here on Monday and will remain
tablished and in 1903 the United States In session through the entire week.
This will be the first time that the
had no less than 127 schools for
2
congress meets upon American soil
with 1,340 instructors and

tan

is

SEPTEMBER

SATURDAY,

TO DiSCUSS

LARGE NUMBER OF PUPILS ARE
RECEIVING INSTRUCTION IN
SANTA FE

STEPS ARE TAKEN TO SUPPRESS
THE CITY'S SOCIAL
EVIL

'

mi

FOB THE DEAF OPENS

LIGHT

,
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Black

No. 601 An exclusive Wool-te- x
coat, skilfully combining all
the requirements for long, hard,
daily service with plenty of snap
and style, is this graceful and
becoming coat, reasonably pri.
ced at $22.50. The Adjustable
collar can be worn open or as
storm protector
high

You can get here

suits you.

close-fitti-

The diagonal braid trimming on
front and back of jacket is
smartly set off by round ivorine
buttons. The braid on the skirt
harmonizes with that on the
jacket. An exceedingly handsome
suit reasonably priced at

not merely ttyle but the style that

Come and choose.

Laa VGafi'LeadinSforo

f
Established

1862

SouthSictaPLaja

The Store That Sells Wooltex

of the work of the international congresses on hygiene and demography.
The last gathering was held in Ber
lin, in September,

1907.

4
NEWS FROM

THE CAPITAL

Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 21. United
States District Judge Pope has called
his grand jury for the first Monday in
October and the petit jury for December 3.
An order was entered In the United
States district court discharging Olive
S. Vallis

of San Miguel county, from

bankruptcy.
Eugene R. Brewer was appointed
United States commissioner at Hope,
N. M. " ''-('.. :". .''i" -.'
In. eases 159 to 161, the Costilla Estates Development company vs.
Gallegos and Juan N. Vallejas,
the court made an order overruling
i

Flor-entin- o

the demurrer.
Equalization

Matters.

Thursday of next week has been set
for hearing the appeal of the Las
Trampas Land company for a reduction of taxes, O. N. Marron appearing
for the company and District Attorney Alexander Read for the state.
The traveling auditor Is proceeding
to examine all tax roles so that a
table showing the general assessments
throughout the state may be com"

to 9. Says White, among other
.
things:
"The state board of education, as it
has often expressed in its meetings,
feels that our most intelligent and effective, measures come from confer
ence and consultation and that the ou- thusiasra arising from Veil attended
educational meetings Is of the very
greatest value. Last year approximately five hundred teachers attend
ed the meeting of the New Mexico
Educational association p Banta Fe
and an attendance ot seven r r eight
hundred is expected at the annual
meeting of our association to be held
In Albuquerque, November 7 to
Not
only teachers and school superintendents, but parents and members of
school boards and all others who can
do so, should attend this meeting. The
programs will be of great interest to
all these classes of people. By direction of the state board of education,
I am urging especially that membe.'s
of school boards attend this meeting,
if it Is possible to do so, and that
such boards see to It that their1 teachers attend. School should bo dismissed
for such a time as will enable teachers to get to Albuquerque by Thursday morning, November 7, and no
pay should be deducted for time that
7

the teachers are absent in attendance.
So important is it that your teachers
should keep in intelligent touch with
the best educational thought and effort by going to Albuquerque that ihe
expenses of your teachers and superintendents, wherever funds are available; should be paid in whole or in
part by the various boards employing
teachers. Let me hope, therefore, that
you will present this matter to a full
meeting of your board and that you
will take action in accordance with
the wishes of the state board of education and this department in this
matter, and that we shall have the
pleasure of seeing your district or,
town represented by a member or
members of your board and by all
means by your teachers."

zure of the Belfast postoffice, and
the like, have gained great currency
as the date for the proclamation of
the covenant approached, but all
persons agree than the circulation" of such' Btories has been for
political effect only.
Tumult may follow the signing of
the covenant, but according to the best
authorities obtainable it is not the design of the leaders of the movement
to provoke disorder. The signers of
the covenant will simply pledge themselves, if a Home Rule bill becomes
law, not to acknpwledge the parlla-mein Dublin, not to obey its alws,
and to pay no taxes to it.
It Is expected that the privy councillors 'will first sign the covenant, and
that the coveianters who take the
pledge .will number from a half to
of a million. The wo
men of Ulster ad well as the men will
be associated with the agreement. A
special pledge has been framed whereby the women undertake to "stand by
our men folk in carrying out the solemn league and covenant pledging uncompromising opposition to the present conspiracy whereby it Is proposed
to drive Ulster out of its cherished
place in the constitution of the United
,

nt

three-quarte-

ULSTER'S SOLEMN COVENANT
Belfast, Sept. 21. A step that manv
persons believe will bring about a
crisis in Irish affairs is to be taken
here next Monday, when delegates of
the Ulster unionist council will meet
to decide upon the actual terms of the
solemn covenant to which all loyal
Ulstermen are expected to pledge
themselves one week from today.
Stories of armed rising, ot the sei Kingdom."

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

piled.

A gratifying feature of the equalization work is that since New Mexico
became a state the board of equalizaone by Colonel W. C. Gorgas, chief tion is composed of officials residing
sanitary officer of the Isthmian canal in the capital and hence the board
commission, on "Administrative Meth- may continue its work without putting
ods and Results Obtained in the Ca- the hoard's members to great travelnal Zone."
ing and hotel expense.
New Company.
In addition to these end other genArticles of incorporation were filed
eral subjects there will he discussions
of a number of specific subjects, like in the offices of the corporation cominfantile paraiysis, the hookworm dis- mission by the Aragon Sheep comease, tuberculosis, bubonic plague and pany of Lincoln, N. M., naming Jaco-bA. Aragon, statutory agent. The
other Important subjects, by some of
the greatest authorities and experts company 1b capitalized at $40,200 and
on these subjects known to the world. the stockholders are Jacobo J. AraIn view of the former great achieve- gon, 200 shares; Manuel Aragon, 200
ments of these hygienic congresses it shares, and W. O. Norman, 2 shares
is believed that the present congress all stockholders residing at Lincoln.
will lead to even greater and more
Trade Mark.
F. Mayer Boot and Shoe company
results than its predecessors.
This congress was called into being of Milwaukee, has filed the trade
with the secretary ot
in 1S52 to meet the problems connect- mark "Dry-Sox- "
ed with the great cholera epidemic, In state to be used exclusively by this
Europe which began in 1847 and raged company in New Mexico.
Educational Matters.
for eight years. Since then tremenAlvan N. White, superintendent of
dous progress in general sanitation
and in the control of certain diseases education, has addressed a letter to
like cholera and other endemic and in- the school boards of New Mexico, callfectuous diseases, including diptheria, ing attention to the importance of the
tuberculosis, m&laria, typhoid and hy-- i State Educational association's condrophobla, has been made as a result vention in the Duke City November
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leaves a comparatively straight sil-tthe skirts, or little rippling folds
within that outline.
Some ot the new models are little
e
draped if at all. There are
fiocks that at first sight seem distinctly familiar, but when one examines
them one usually finds subtle differences between them and the straight
scant
trotting frocks of last
season. The outline may have chang
ed but little, but plaits have crept into the skirts, or little ripling folds
appear somewhere in the skirt length,
or perhaps it is merely a slightly great"
er breadth In the
falling
skirt what works the difference
tween the new suit and the old one.
Piquant pannier models, showing the
short bouffant pancier are still shown
by certain makers, but rather as period frocks than in an effort to make
them dominate present day fashkun.
Everywhere, however, one sees echoes
of the pannier, attenuated echos,
draperies that one can hardly call pan
niers, yet they hint at pannier origin
or inspiration. These draperies fall
long and limp, are drawn away but
slightly from the front or are caught
up but a trifle here or there .
Still there is thei tendency to a foot
fine, narrower than the line above it,
though in reality the new skirt may
have added foot width, straight falling, flatly pressed paits or limp folds,
No flare, except in extreme period
models, but a comfortable width for
motion and opportunity for the use of
more material, and, above this cling
ing foot fullness deftly draped folds,
Sometimes the whole skirt is plaited
or has a plaited section, or is trimmed
in scant flounces, or has a flounced
plaited or clinging plain front, with
some sort of flowing train, or plaits
falling from the shoulder to provide
the drapery.
In evening frocks there are many
charming variations upon this Idea
of the flowing drapery from shoulder
or high girdle stop, and delightful effects are obtained by using chiffon,
gauze, or fine lace In what may be
called modified Watteau fashion, soft
wide pleats or breadths falling free
from the shoulders or from the shoulder blades and either merging into
train drapery or partly veiling a drap
'
ed or flounced skirt.
Some of the handsomest of the new
evening gowns, too, have draped sides
and backs, with petticoat effects in
front In such models the bodice,
which in front is likely to show a
continuation of the petticoat material,
and the draped oversklrt are often
of the superb brocades or chameleon
or moire or rich
silks, while
the petticoat is of sheer stuff.
Accordian plaits, sun plaits, straight
plaits of all depths, box plaits are all
used extensively In the new models.
That certain phases' of it will be over
done is a foregone conclusion. The
accordian plaited skirt and accordion
plaited flounce are too effective and
too easily secured not to be adopted
enthusiastically by the crowd, and the
woman who wants Individuality In her
o

"'..'
one-piec-

one-piec- e

limp-straig-

one-ton-

e

m the Joy of
should neglect
to prepare her system for the physical ordeal she is to undergo. The
health of both herself and the coming
child depends largely upon the care
she bestows upon herself during the
Mother's
Friend
Waiting months.No young woman,
coming motherhood,

prepares the expectant mother's system for the coming event, and Its uso
makes her comfortable during all the
term. It works with and for nature,
and by gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons, involved,
and keeping the breasts in good condition, brings the woman to the crisis
in splendid physical condition. The
baby, too, is more apt to be perfect and
strong where the mother has thus
prepared herself for nature's supreme
function. No better advice couid ba
given a young expectant mother than
that she usa Mother's Friend; it is a
medicine that has proven its' value
in thousands of

frocks will do well not to welcome
this old. favorite too ardently.
There are innumerable attractive
things among the embroidered tunics,
overbodices, etc., that are shown with
the new things in the shops. Some,
of course, are hopelessly commonplace
but there are others so dainty and
individual, so full of alluring possibilities that any knowing woman migW
be tempted by them.
Fine embroideries in pearl or In crys"
tal or in the two together on tulle or
chiffon are most in evidence in these
embroidered tunics, etc., as in other
trimmings for evening wear, but a
good deal is done with silver and with
fine jet and crystal in combination.
Bead embroidery in lovely Boft tones
is revived and much is done with
black and white beaded tulle. The
white tulle is thickly sewn with tiny
crystal beads and the black tulle with
tiny jet beads.
.Fine laces, especially in the yellowed, ecru and ochre tones are used in
great quantities and tulle, plain dotted
or Embroidered, is tremendously popular. There are beautiful and effective heavy laces, too, all of the old
favorites and some more recent arrivals, such as the gema, having theit
uses.
Frocks, as a general thing, are long
er.
The trotting frock clears the
ground well but is not exaggeratedly
short and all other frocks' touch
though their narrowness often makes
them roll up when the wearer walks,
so that they do not really look long.
There are a good many trained frocks,
too; the trains usually separate from
the narrow underskirts and most fre
quently square, though rounded, point
ed and fish tall trains' all appear and
are likely to trail off at almost any
angle Instead of falling demurely in
the back.
Uneveness of skirt bottonijine is one
of the features of the new modes and
has been the subject of considerably
experiment during the summer. Mani
of the cleverest drapery schemes de
mand such unevenness, and a skirt re
vealing the foot and ankle at some
point where the drapery Is lifted or
where the skirt is opened up a little
way, no longer seems unusual.
Black and white, so long the su
preme favorite in millinery; has been
displaced by the new "fur" shades
which promise to be a veritable craze
this autumn. These shades, which in
Paris are called "eclipse colors," include seal brown, mole, fawn, taupe
and all the grays from pearl to dart
gun metal shades.
The ordinary felt hat is at a discount these days, for most of the
striking fall models seem to be made
of silk, velvet or fur, or of all these
materials combined. Rarely is a hat
made of one material only. It it is,
it is sure to be trimmed lavishly with
some other fabric.
There will be an unusual .variety of
fabrics used in fall millinery, including corded silks. These are in charmeffects and in meing
tallic combinations like gold and silver, gun metal and 'copper, brass and
steel. In some of these frabrlcs uncut
velvet is imitated to perfection, while
others are quite heavily ribbed, looking more like corduroy or bedford
Mblre in black and all lead
cloth.
ing dark shades will be profuselj
d

used.
Maline hats are great favorites, and
are "shown in black, white, corbeau
blue, copper, forest brown, combinations of peach and black, old geld and
national blue, .turquoise and white,
and black and white.
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
EMANCIPATION
Washington, D. C., Sept. 21. The
negroes of the national capital have
completed elaborate arrangements for
the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the issuance of the emancipation proclamation by President Lincoln, September 22, 1862. The celebration will begin tomorrow and will
continue four days. In connection
with the celebration theie will be
held an interdenominational religious
conference of national scope and a
two days' session' of the National Congress of Colored Educators.

CATHOLIC CONFERENCE.
Washington, D- C , Sept. 21. Protection for young girts. who go to large
citieB is to be
of the important
subjects for discussion at the biennial
meeting of the National Conference
of Catholic Charities to be held in
this city next week. Many noted prelates, prieBts and laymen of the Catholic church arrived today to take part
In the conference.
The opening solFriend is sold at
emn high mass will be celebrated at
the Catholic ' university tomorrow
book for expectmorning. The sermon wilj be preach,
ant mothers which contains much ed
by BlBhop Canevin of Pittsburg.
and
sugmany
valuable information,
The
regular sessions will begin Mona
of
nature.
helpful
gestions
day and continue three days.
BXAEFiELD REGULATOR CO., AtkaU,

C

Berlin, Sept. 21. The twenty-fiftjubilee of Emperor William's accession to the throne, to ba celebrated
next year, will be marked, it ia understood, by a change in the portrait
of the emperor on all the gold and silver coins of the monarchy. The present likeness dates from the accession
of his majesty, and accordingly shows
him as a young man. The new design
will be distinguished from the old not
only in regard to age but also by the
f:v. t that the neck and the chest shown
in the portrait, now bare in classic
nakedness, will be clad in uniform,
probably that of the guard cuirassiers
with its
tunic.
h
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FOREIGN NEWS NOTES

FADS AND
FASHIONS
New York, September 21. It is pre.
dieted by those who are in a position
to know that draperies will be all important during Hie coming season. The
draped effects of the spring, which
were ushered in by the pannier styles,
all more or less bizarre and awkward,
v ere in many cases too extreme and
unbecoming to last for more than a
brief season. The drapery of the autumn essays to be graceful, becoming
as well as chic. It swathes the figures in flowing yet clinging folds. It
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An automatic device for keeping a
check on the locomotive
engineers
who run by danger signals is being
installed on, the government railroads.
The search for a practical method of

stopping automatically a train running by a signal set against It here,
a sin other countries, has not been
successful, but the new invention is
expected to put such a penalty on
carelessness, which is given as the
cause in a great number of cases,
that accidents of tills nature will be
reduced to a minimum.
The device' consists of an electric
connection with the rails at semaphore
points, so arranged that if an engineer
does not stop when the signal is set
against him a bell starts ringing at
the next station and a record is automatically made upon a sealed register
deposited there. As soon as the engineer reaches the station he is called
the
upon for a written explanation,
numbered and sealed register insuring
that no offender escapes through favoritism or negligence of the station-mastewho must turn in an account
for .every number on the record.
Under the old system an engineer
might run by scores of danger signals
and evade detection until his train met
with an accident. Now he faces the
certainty of punishment and possible
discharge, which, In the opinion of the
railroad Officials, will operate against
the relaxation of vigilance on the part
of the engine crew.
r,

Gigantic and unparalleled plumbing
operations to plug leaks in the bed of
the River Danube form the subject of
a controversy between the governments of Baden and Wurtemberg,
which has just been appealed to the
imperial Bundesrat for settlement. The
case attracts attention to the curious
nnd almost unknown geographical fact
that a branch of tha Danube flows into the Rhine and thus .finally reaches
the North Sea, thousands of miles from
the Black Sea, where the main course
of the Danube ends.

For some two or three hundred
years a part of the Danube has been
passing through a subterranean channel from the vicinity of the litle town
of Immendingen, in Baden, emerging
again in the valley of the River Aach,
some seven miles distant, where it
forms the largest spring in Germany.
The source of the1 spring was defin
itely established some years ago by
artificially discoloring the water of
the Da.nube above Immendigen.
In
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SUCCESSFUL

fBICME
Known AO Over The World

Known Only For The '
Good It Has Done.

We know of no other medicine which
has been so successful in relieving the
suffering of women, or received so many
genuine , testimonials, as has Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
In nearly every community you will
find women who have been restored to
health by this famous medicine. Almost
every woman you meet knows of the
great good it has been doing among
suffering women for the past 30 years.
In the finkham Laboratory at Lynn,
Mass., are files containing hundreds oi
thousands of letters from women seeking health, in which many openly state
over their own signatures that they have
regained their health by taking Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
many of whom state that it has saved
them from surgical operations.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is made from roots and herbs,
and is perfectly harmless.
The reason why it is so successful is
because it contains ingredients which act
directly upon the female organism, restoring it to healthy and normal activity.
Women who are
suffering from those
distressing ills peculiar to their sex
snould not lose sight
of these facts or
doubt the ability of
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
to restore theirhealth.
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recent years the phenomenon has become increasingly serious for
the
towns lying on the Danube in Wurtemberg, which are dependent upon it for
water power, because the leakage is
steadily growing in quantity.
Wurtemberg is attempting to assert
it sold water rights, while Baden is
disclaiming
responsibility on the
ground that the leakage is a phenomenon of nature, the latter country hav- ing a deep interest in letting nature
have her way, inasmuch as numerous
manufacturing establishments depending on the ruunaway waters of the Danube have sprung up in the valley of
Aach.
Civil engineers propose to settle the
problem by carrying a surface channel
from the Danube to the Aach and
building several dams on the upper
course of the altter to develop electrical power. The holes in the bed of
the Danube would then be fileld with
cement, the total cost of the operation being estimated at not much more
than $1,000,000.

Train oil as an important article of
diet is the prospect held out by a
chemist Writing in the Frankfurter
Zeitung. The writer points out that
recent chemical progress has solved
the problem of purifying and hardening all kinds ot oils, thus rendering it
possible to use them as the basis for
manufacturing oleomargarine. The offensive smell of train oils, he says, is
due to' the fact that its molecules contain too little hydrogen, hence the
formation of acid products.
Chemists have long known that if
the molecules could be made to assimilate hydrogen it would get rid of
the deleterious acids and make the
oil inoffensive.
Experiments to troat
these oils with hydrogen were unsuccessful until the French chemists
r
and Senderens discovered that
hydrogen combinations were greatly
facilitated .by applying that gas in combination with very fine particles of
nickel, platinum, palladium or copper.
a uerman cnemist, Mormann, recent
ly Introduced this principle in the
treatment of fats and oils, and it proved successful In purifying and hardening them.
Many fluid oils, the writer says, can
be hardened to such an extent that
they can be pressed into sheets tha
give a musical tone when struck with
a hammer. Cotton-see- d
and many other vegetable oils are expected to assume new importance owing to the
Sab-atie-
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If Christian X should ever lose his
crown as king of Denmark he could
make a good living with a bicycle repair shop, and he already has the
promise of at least one customer.
While driving with his sons recently
the king ran down a cyclist with his
carriage. Although the accident was
entirely due to the carelessness of the
bicycle rider, the king stopped the carriage and went to the assistance of
the young man, who was uninjured,
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Start in by discarding your party line service,
have it replaced with individual.
Life is to short to wait for some one else to
finish a conversation before being able to call your
party.
Don't have your peace disturbed by hearing the
ring of another telephone. You may also have a
desk telephone on this class of service.
Call the office and have the manager call bri you
and explain our rates and service.
THE MOUNTAIN

STATES TELEPHOHE AND TELEGRAPH

COMPANY

smashed.
very fond of
his own mar
he could put
the broken bicycle in running ordef
again. The young man seemed quiet
helpless and stood looking on with his
hands in his pockets while the king
worked for ten minutes repairing the
damaged machine. When the king
had finished the work the rider asked
for his card, promising to patronize
him whenever his machine needed re,
discovery.
pairs. As the young man stood with
wide open mouth looking at the king's
Copenhagen, Sept .21. The success- name engraved on the card, the royal
ful operation of the Danish Credit soparty drove away.- cieties Is attracting widespread interest, and the latest seeker after inforDuring the coming season of parliamation concerning these organizations ment
the chief interest will be centeris President Taft President Blem,
ed on the introduction of the governhead of the largest society, and an ex- ment
measure for the abolition of
pert on their: organization, is prepar- plural voting for members of the Lans
ing a report for the chief executive
thinget, the upper house of the Danof the United States.
At the same ish
legislature. The conservatives
time other Americans are inteerst-in- g will lose
heavily by the abolition of
themselves in the societies. Dr. plural
voting, and the present governPearson, of Ohio University, and for- ment will not
gain anything, while the
merly commissioner of agriculture of radicals will have their voting strength
New York state, has been here fo;
greatly; augmented.
some time studying their method;)
By the original constitution of 1849
Dr. Maurice Egan, the American minister, is also preparing a report on
the societies for the American govern-

ment.
The fundamental law for the societies waa passed in 1849, shortly after
the adoption of the Danish constitution. The system is worked on the
A society of
principle.
land owners is organized with the object of borowing money jointly. It
mints its own money according to
dally requirements, in the shape of
cash bonds on which interest and installments, are to be paid with mortgage security on fixed property under
unlimited responsibility and with a
reserve fund as an auxiliary support.
During recent years the societies have
even arranged to give loans, which
are exempt from installment
pay' '
ments.
The bonds are put on the market in
the usual way and are subject to the
ordinary fluctuations of the stjek exchange. Until the organization of the
societies it was almost impossible to
borrow1 money in Denmark, no matter
what security was given, for there was
scarcely any gold and silver In the
country and most of the trading was
done in actual commodities. The credit societies remedied this condition
and the people who had money to
loan were no longer afraid to part
with it.
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but whose machine was
His majesty, who is
cycling and who repairs
chine, saw at once that

I7f3

erican flag which you presented to
me through Dr. Max Henius, a flag
that besides reminding me of .the
beautiful festivities of Reblld Hill 3
also shows me your and other countrymen's love for your native land.
The flag,
(Signed) Christian Rex."
which is of silk and beautifully embroidered, bears the following inscrip- cratic parties. Unless all the parties tion: "Rebild Hills, August 5, 1912,
greetings from the United
modify their demands, and the pros with
.
"" '
pect for this at the present time seems States."
remote, it ia hardly likely! that they
will reach an amicable agreement. At
By spreading the report that the
any rate the coming session promis- Danish copper cent coins of the 1910
es to be exceedingly stormy.
issue' contained gold, a clever swindler has amassed a small fortune ia
The American flag which was used Denmark. Before spreading the run
during the ceremonies of the opening or the swindler acquired a large coln
notional park lection of tha 1910 issue of coppers.
of the
at Reblld Hills is now flying from Then it became noised about that
the royal castle of Marsellsborg. The through a mistake in the mint gold
flag was presented to the king by the had been mixed with the copper.
The price of the cent pieces ibegan
DafllshHborn citizens of, the United
States through Magnus Holm of Chi- to go up, some selling for as much as
cago. The actual presentation was a dollar each. With the market at the
made by Dr. Max Henius.
highest, the collector distributed his
The king has sent the following let- cents judiciously among the clamorter to Holm: "I send to your self and ous bidders and escaped before it
request you to extend to the other became generally known that the coins
gentlemen sincere thanks for the Am were worth only their face value.
plural voting was prohibited, but in
1866 a measure was carried permitting
heavily taxed voters more than one
vote for members of the upper house.
As a counter demand the conservatives in the lower house will seek a
measure for proportional representation, a demand which meets with op
position from a section of the demo

,g
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TO BUY

AEStfERTISBES
y
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

fl.

statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer

may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Duy Advertised Goods
si
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Gen-- brought many a roast to Manabut
were
large,
In the five mile race, Hannes Koleh- - Chicago
losses
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and
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Pittsburgh
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er Clarke in his early dayB;
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mainan, the Finnish runner who made Cincinnati ...
eral Rogni does not specify the
.507
70
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Sneaker, whom the Boston Americans
Stock
at
international
an
reputation
ber.
.467
Western League.
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.
:74
turned over to a minor league
Philadelphia
(.ma
holmjwtll be seen in action, together St. Louis . . .
C83
; W'ichiW 10;f Denver, 2,
.416
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for
ground rent, and Joe Jack
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.371 son.
88
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the
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farseeing
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usually
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and Silva, of Boston
American League
880 yard run, M. W.
Summaries:
Won I08t Pet.
THE "NET"
Shtmn.rrt Trish Amnrinan A. C. won:
44
.688
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Boston
SlIFFiMGETTES BP.EM
the name of the big fifteen thou
Is
D. S. Cadfwell, Boston A. A., second;
58
.595
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FOR FALL and WINTER
sand dollar serial story which will ap
E. Frick, New York A. C, third. Time Washington
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New'
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exche- Kolehmainnen was given a wonderful St. Joseph
of an absorbing and fascinating love
George, the chancellor of the
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story. The story, while tragic in tone,
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See us for anything else that's
tion that have characterized his prev
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today
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er at. Llnystumdwy,
WOOD LOSES SEVENTEENTH
McDonald
teen powerful ilustrations by Howard
16 pound shot Patrick
chaticelloi was presenting me vmase
A. C. won with 48.51
Detroit, Sept iliriJoe Wood of Bos- Giles. The subscription price of The
.wiih, an .institute. The Welsh suffratrfittes had asked that the demonstra feet; R. I. Beatty, New. York A. C, ton yesterday attempted to win his Weekly Kansas City Star is 25 cents
at the ex- a year.
tion, which was attended by several second, with 46.9 fet; H. E. Klages, seventeenth straight victory
Subscribe now and avoid missing a
.'nWnet
minbiters besides Lloyd- - New York AJ0:, thtfd, with 40.89 feet. pense of Detroit and failed, the locals
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mile. walk F B. Gifford,
number of Welsh mem
by a score of 6 to 4. Wood's COPy. V
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winning
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Agents for the NEW IDEA 10c
Address The "Weekly Kansas City
Lyceum, Brooklyn, won; T. C. record of 16 consecutive victories Med
bcrs of parliament, should not be In
PATTERN
A. C, second;
the league record, established this S t.r, Kansas City, Mc.
terrupted; but the English supporters Carroll,
of the cause Ignored this and sent a. V. Voellmecke, Pastime A. C, third. season by Walter Johnson of
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really effeotlv kidney and hlad-de- r
medicine must first stop the progress of the disease and then cure the
conditions that cause It. Use Foley
Kidney Mils for all kidney and bladder troubles and urinary lreRUlarlties.
They are wife arid reliable.' 'They
and permanently. In
belp quickly
the yellow package,
q. g Schaefer
A

and Red Cross Drug po.

,(i

(

n

KZ I

$72.23

$7533

BATCOELOR,rPl
gWDrirAG
E; N

......

'

,

Tickets on sale daily June 1st., to Sept. 30th., are first class
and good for stop over in either direction. Final return limit
October 31st., 1912.
Also tickets good for return within 60 days'Jfrom date on
sale to many points in East.

.............

-

$I5.S3

Also rates to many other points in East, North East, West
and North West including points in Old Mexico and points in
British Columbia. t

coons

up

ILL S'tO.oO

CLiCAC3.
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81

ST, PALL, ESKN.

NOTICE

.r,

Notice is hereby g ven

that the

of

"

ficial paper of tne Now Mexico Uat- iio hjuuiiaijr uumu will Mil onytcuu,"
ber 1, 1912, be changed from the Im
Vegas Optic,, of La Vcgaa, N. M, to
the Rosweli News, of Koswell, New
Mexico. After the abovn date all notices of estrays will be published in
the News.
New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Hoar.!.
W. J. MNWSOD, Secref-iry- .
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THEN HE UNDERSTOOD

.Justness,

irnnLmoiiEL
12. FLitST,
Prop

Cot Grand and Douglas Ave.
last Las Vegas, N. M.

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION Adrian
Rabeyrolle,

ixutor.
First maas at 7 a. m.; second mass
10 a. m. Sunday school In English
tud Spanish at 3 p. m., In Spanish at
1:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
sacrament at 7:30 p
f the blesaed
u

LAS VEGAS GARAGE

Cathechiani tor English
Bpeaklng
:iiiidren on Tuesday 4 p. in., and on
Saturday 10 a. in., for Spanish speak
,ng children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
in Saturday at 9 a, m.

M BIEHL, Propietor

416 Grand Ave
Phone Main 447

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF
'.Battery Charging Station
Paul Gilberton, pastor.
Automobiles for Hire
First mass at 6:30 a. In., third Sun
lay excepted. Second masa 8:30,
sermon In English, hymns rendered
!y the children under the direction
P. MACKEL
it the Sisters of Loretto. Third mam
it 10:30 a. m., sermon In Spanish.
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
School. At 4
3 to 4 Sunday
From
Hardwood finishing. Paper Hanging
SacraBlessed
Benediction
the
of
and Glazing.
Mexico
New
ment.
At
the
Hospital
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
tourtu
every
. .Old Town tor the Insane mass
West Sid Plaza .
Sunday by the pastor.
'

-

PETER

.

mine are doing."
She beckoned the aunt to a window.
A hum of busy voices arose from the
lawn below.
"Why, they're washing."
"Yes, It's the doll clothes, and the
boys, not to be behindhand, are washing their baseball suits."
"But they will get their clothes soiled."
"Yes, they're bound to do that In
any case. They have on their rompers and gingham aprons, so it won't
matter. After the washing is dry,
there will be the Ironing, so you see
they will be busy all day,"
"I'm going right home, and ask
mine If they want to wash things."
"They will want to. And then tomorrow if you can't think of anything,
you might telephone over, and find
out what we are doing."
The aunt departed with hope In her
Her young charges agreed
bearing.
to the wash-daprogram with the enthusiasm of children who have been
repressed for two weeks. She took
off the pretty clothes In which she
had been keeping them, and searched
out the despised rompers. Then the
children, with arms full of doll clothes,
went out to the back lawn and washed themselves Into a state of quiet
good nature. The dinner hour was
absolutely peaceful. The aunt took
them upstairs afterward and told
them stories. Then it was time for
the bath and bed.
The next day a cautions Inquiry
went over the telephone, "What today?"
"They're working in their gardens,"
was the answer.
"Children, have you any gardens?"
said the aunt.
They had had some, but Investigation showed that they had disappeared
under the onslaught of the weeds. The
aunt, who was really a clever person,
clothed the reclaiming work in the
guise of a battle against insidious dragons that wanted tn- eat up the lovely
flower maidens. With their little tools
and watering pots the children worked
with a will. When'a plot was nicely
cleaned the aunt transplanted some
blooming petunlus from the mother's
garden. The petunias stood the transplanting nicely. They were too thick
in the garden anyway, and besides the
children now had immediate results
to show for their work.
The next day's inquiry showed that
Mrs. Marsh's children were playing
milkman with a tub of water and all
the measuring cups in the house,
You'll find that children will play
anything that allows them to splash in
"For
the water," said Mrs. Marsh,
this you'd better put on their bathing

FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Corner Eighth street and National
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
avenue. E. C Anderson, pastor.
Lock and Uunsmith Bicycle ano
Public worship with sermon at 11
JeLeral Repairto
a. m. and 8 p. m.
S20-6t- h
E. Las Vegas
Street
Sunday school at 9:45.
Epworth league devotional meeting

at

IS I Q

J
N.

429

PAINTING
0.

HERMAN

6:45.
A cordial invitation is extended to
all who have no other place of wor
ship to attend divine services at this

church.

Grand Ave

PLAZA HOTEL

ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
Rev. J. S. Moore, rector, 716 Nation
al avenue, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Sixteenth Sunday after Trinity,

September

22, 1912.

NEWIiY REMODELED
Holy communion, 7 30.
Sunday school, 9:45.
Private Baths and Lavatories
prayer and sermon, 11.
Stea.a Heat Private Telephones Morning
The Ladies' guild will meet on
Rates $2.50 per day and up
Tuesday at 2:30 with Mrs. J. S.
AMERICAN PLAN
Clark, 1117 Eighth street.
Special Rates by Week or Month The Altar guild will meet on Thurs
day at 4:15 with Miss Ruby Moore,
:

y

v

Seventh street.
This church Is open dally for
vate prayer and meditation.
1235

OF BRANDS

Important Notice to Caattle Men and
Stock Growers

FIRST

CHRISTIAN

pri-

CHURCH.

Corner Eighth and Main streets.
Sunday school, 9:45 a. m.
Communion and preaching Bervice,

In consequence of the great number
of brands now on record In the office
of the Cattle Sanitary Board, not now 11 a. m.
. . , , .. .
. r.
: ..
j
Young People's society of Christian
iu uuiuiu
use, uio uuiLo ieisia.i.m e una
passed a law requiring all owners of Endeavor, 6:30 p. m.
Prayer meeting 7:30 p. m. Wednes
their
recorded, brands to
brands within a period of six months, day evening.
All are cordially jinvited to these
1912.
on
1

1

1

commencing
September 10,
A failure upon the part of each holder of a recorded brand to
his brand In the time required by
law, forfeits all right of further use.
In a short time circular letters together with proper blanks for sending
in renewals to the office of the Cattle
Sanitary Board will be sent out to
each holder of brands now of record.
To facilitate this work as much as
possible, and to avoid the lapsing of
brands, it is earnestly requested that
11
parties now having recorded
Jwands. UDon recelDt of Droner blanks
from this office, send In their renew--,
ala with the least possible delay.

services.

BAPTIST

Corner Main
street, Rev. N. B.

CHURCH.

avenue and Sixth
Rreen, Pastor.
Preaching at 11
m. Sunday scnooi
M. Young People's
to. The public Is

a. m., and 7:30 p.
at s;4& a. m. a.
meeting at 6:30 p.
Invited.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
Rev. Norman Skinner, Pastor. Douglas avenue and Tenth street
Morning worship snd sermon at 1
o'clock,

Bible study and Sunday school at
9:45 a. m.
OF
Young People's society at 7 p. m.

CATTLE
SANITARY BOARD
JNEW MEXICO,
f
J3y W, J. LINWOOD, Secretary,

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
f

k--

i.tt

Mi
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NUMBER, MAIN

JL

'

Spanish girl

for
light
322 Grand avenue.

pocket side line. Pays a
commission of J4 per order. A winner. For full particulars addresB
Burd Mfg. Co., 212 Sigel St.,
Chl-'cag-

111.

SALESMEN wanted for countrv towns
$25

weekly salary and

$5

per day

allowed for expenses when traveling. Western Cider Co.. St. Louis,

i

For

Ms&l

FOR SALE 500 tons first class alfal
fa with free pens to feed Bheen
spring water, 1 miles railroad sta
tion; beet tops and pulp available
Edwin B. Haver. Pueblo, Colo.
FOR

SALE

Mey,

N

'

to"--

.

1

te

"w'"
-

.

wr

New bran.

Roller mills,

P.

Tram

1215 Mora Ave.

FOR SALE One house and
lot; one
nouse and two lots. A
snap for
cash. Must sell this month
See
Cutler Brothers.

a

er'
a

a

...

Plona-bulldin-

y

lnrted.

G.

Antolne Delorla, postmaster at Garden, Mich., knows the exact facts
when he speaks of the curative vaO. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO lue of Foley Kidney Pills. He says:
"From my own experience I recom1. Meets every
Monday evening a: mend Foley Kidney Pills, as a great
their
on Sixth street All visit remedy for kidney trouble. My fath-sr-s
was cured of kidney disease and
ing brethren cordially invited to at
tend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. O.; a good many of myl neighbors were
by Foley Kidney Pills. O. G.
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Ehrood cured
Schaefer and Red Cross Drue Co.

K., Richard
I.

Peter Emenaker,
T. g

Devine,

h'l

Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer

C. Y. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
FOR SALE ISO acres imm-ove-d
farm
30 miles east of Las
Vegas, new huse,
barn, fenced. Easy terms. Dr. Eek F. O. E. Meets first and third Tue
ert Century Building, St. Lonis, Mo. day evenings each month, at Wood
man halL Visiting Brothers eor
FOR SALE Gentle riding or
dlally invited to attend. A. M
driving
norse for sale at a bargain. Call
Adler, President; E. C, Ward, Se
at 1026 Fifth street
rotary.

'

-,-

P. O. ELKS Meets, second ards
fourth Tuesday evening of eacs
month Elks Home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. t, ROYAL
ARCH MAtONt Kagalar eonvoca- tloa first Moaday In each
ATTORNEYS
inMtk at M&aoalo TemR.
m.
M.
n.
at
T;S
pi,
HUNKER A HUNKER
Williams,
P.; V. O.
Chester A Hunt
Geo. H. Hunker
Blood, Secretary.
Attorneys at Law.
Vew Mi'- RANS.F0R9 CHAPTER NO. X, O. E. Las Vgaa.
-erst
tatr fridays In
Uasoala
LOCAL .TOE CARDMrs. T. & Bowen,
Wortajr Mateoa; Janes
Kutledge
Worthy latroa; Mrs. George Trips,
CAST BOUND
Secretary. pfcna Mala
ISO
Arrive
Grand avena.
No. 2
:1S p. m
:10 p. m
No. 4,... 11:05 p m...... 11:10 s,
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD No No. f ... 1:15 a. m... .. 1:25
10J Mants every
Moniay night at No. 10..,. 1:45 p. m
m
2:10
O. R.
H&1L on BoueI&s avanno
t
8 o'elook.
VlaStlna- - bmbw.
WEST BOUND
a. m
cordially walaoata.
No. 1... ...1:20 p. m..
...l:4S p.
president; J. T. Butler, seeratarr- - No.
8... ...6:10 a. m.. ...6:15 .
C. H. Bally, treaswer.
No. ?.., ...4:40 p. m.. ....4:60 p.
No. 9... ...6.'35 p. m..
...7:00 p.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Meet to the forest of brotherl
TJ. A. Smith, Brldgeton,
Ind., had
love at Woodmen of the Wor) kidney trouble for years, and was so
with rheumatism he could
hall, on the second and fourth Ft crippled
not dress without help. He started
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cl
using Foley Kidney Pills, and says:
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. VUi
"I began to get beter at once, and
ing neighbors are especially
w
now all my trouble has left me and
come and cordially Invited.
I do not feel that I ever had rheu
matism. I rest well all night and tho'
59 years old, can now do the work
. E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 541, of a man of 35 years. I would like
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every fire) to be the means of others getting benTuesday of the month In the vestry efit from Foley Kidney Pills." Refuse
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Invited
cordirJly
Isaac
Appel
Few, If any, medicines, have met
President; Charles Greenclay, Seo with the uniform success that has at
tended the use of Chamberlain's Corotary.
lic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
The remarkable cures of colic and
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC diarrhoea which it
hag effected in al
NO. 804. Meets second and foer
most every neighborhood have given
It a wide reputation. For sale by all
Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
dealers.
Visiting members are

Mia
a4
Tasla

WANTED Pupils to learn
Spanish,
Apply Hotel La Pension.

UP TO HIM

1

a

,

291.

Ethel
ing but a net
Tom You are right Many a girl
makes a good catch In one.

B.

1

S

tfi

Mo.

After all, a hammock is noth

'.' '

y,

1

WANTED To rent, a modern fur
nished 5 room cottage. Call Main

v

munlcation first

.

WANTED Traveling men who are
making small towns and cross road
stores to handle our new and

HAD HIM THERE

(inguir

1.
LODGE
NO.
DOrtADO
PVTHUS Meets
OF
KNIGHTS
"very Monday ara
"at
ning in Castle Hall
M" 4?--s
A Visiting Knights an
)f
Invite
cordially
2
v,Cii8H. ifi. Llebac
nier, Cha n e e o t
Commander.
Ham
Martin, Keepr
and Seal.

EL

uoru-

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary worda to a line. LA8 VEGA
COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
No ad to occupy less space than two
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR Reg
(x?
line. All advertls mente charoed
ular conclave Mcema Tn
will be booked at cpace
day In each, month at Maactually est.
without regard to number of worda sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
ReCash In advance preferred.
Boucher, 8. C; Cha. Tamme,
corder.

housework.

Do
Second Hobo No; irrigation.
woman In de wayside cottage emptied
a pall of hot water on my head.

f.

I, A.

Secretary.

WiANTED

Irritation?

NO
M.

and
Thursdfcy In
'
month. Visiting broth-- '
y ars
invited
cordially
R. Murray.
N. O. Herman, W. M.;

ADVER-

WANTED TO rent or .buy medium
size house. Apply 620 Grand avenue.

Second Hobo Why, I am suffering
from irrigation.
First Hobo Irrigation? You mean

A,

".S

Wanted

First Hobo Why am yu looking so
sad dls mawnin', pardner?

CAFF

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOOD3 OBTAI MAPLE ALWAYS HANDLED

COLUMN
RATES

BESTASBAIIT AND

LOBBY

CHAPMAN LOOaC

'

'

THE OPTIC

V

The church extends a most hearty
Invitation to all people
Strangers suits."
This can be a lesson in mathemat
and sojourners in the C'w especially
ics, too," said the aunt as she gave
$80,000,000.00 lost Annually by Wage welcomed.
them gill, pint, quart, and gallon measEarners
.'
ures.
nr. Sadler estimates that about
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCfc
SOCIETY,
SSO.OOC.OOO.OO in wages Is lost annualOn the succeeding days there were
ty to the American people as a direct Regular services every Sunday morn trips to the woods, playing in bathing
result of colds. Lost time means lost !ng at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even suits under the garden hose, a day of
wages and doctoring is expensive. ing at 8 o'clock In O. H. C. hall Indian camp in the back yard, rainy
Use Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
days when they rearranged their post
promptly. It will stop the cough, and 8HILOH BAPTI8T CHURCH Cor card albums, strung beads, and used
Inflamed
sore
and
the
sooth
and
heal
water color
they gathered up
air passages. O. G. Schafer and Red ner Columbia and Railroad Avenues, their despisedpaints,
blocks and laid out an
"Mammy, what yo' goin' to gib me
Co.
Cross Drug
Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
artistic village on the sand pile, they on mah blrfday?"
"Nuffln' If yo's good, chile."
Preaching 11 a. m, and B p. m., by organized a .telephone system in the
T. L. Parks, Murrayville, Ga., Route the
9:45
a,
school
m.;
circus
and
a
the
back
with
Sunday
gave
pastor;
yard,
1, Is In his 73rd year, and was recentTT
3 p, m. All are welcome aid of the dogs and cats of the neigh
SUNBURNED
ly cured of a bad kidney and bladder B. Y. P.
borhood.
trouble. He says himself: "I have to attend these serrlcos.
weeks
The remaining four
slipped
suffered with my kidneys. My back
ached and I was annoyed with blad- NOTICE TO AUTOMOBILE OWNERS away quickly and happily, and the
Great
children's parents returned.
der Irregularities. I can truthfully
The license tax on autmobolles as was their wonder, and many were the
say .one 50c bottle of Foley Kidney
Pills cured me entirely." They con provided by Chapter 28, laws of 1912, compliments the aunt received upon
tain no habit forming drugs. O. G, is due and payable before the 1st of her management.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
"Why!" said the mother, "they're
October, 1912. Those who have not
re- heartbroken to have you go, and they
are
license
their
for
yet
applied
HOW'S THIS
do nothing but talk of the delightful
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re quested to do so as soon before the times you had together.
I never
ward for any case of Catarrh that first as they can conveniently do It, thought you could manage children so
annot be cured by Hall's Catarrh In order to give the secretary of state well. I was really afraid that you
Cure.
In which to Issue both would fairly hate each other by the
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0, ample time
date time I got back."
We, the undersigned, have known licenses and tags before
The aunt visited Mrs. Marsh before
P. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and above named.
She thanked her
she went away.
believe him perfectly honorable In all
ANTONIO LUCERO,
- "It was you who
extravagantly.
quite
business transactions and financially
Secretary of State. saved me from ignominious defeat,
able to carry out any obligations made
she said. "And I have one golden
by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
The implicit confidence that many motto that 1 am' going to carry with
"
Toledo, O. people have In Chamberlain's Colic, me for future use. It is 'Give the
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is children something to do.'" Mother's
in
the
'".
on
their
blood
founded
experience
rnally, acting directly upon the
Magazine.
r--i
and mucous surfaces of the system. use of that remery and their know-(edgcures
remarkable
75
cents
of the many
Belle's a shirt wais
She Ohl.
Testimonials sent free. Pdlce
Meat women regard men as they do
of colic, diarrhoea and dysentery that
girl.
per bottle. Sold by all drugists.
Commandments
Ten
the
something
all
sale
For
effected.
by
Ha But nha
a coat of tan.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- it has
to be studied, but not obeyed.
pation.
e

THE

WANT
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The maiden aunt had come to call.
It was very early for callers, but Mrs.
Marsh knew that the maiden aunt
needed help, so she left the baking
and went to her cheerfully. The aunt
looked quite worn out, and very neart
ly distracted. But what can you
when a person without previous
experience steps in and tries to take
care of four healthy children for six
weeks? The aunt had been there only
two weeks, but such weeks!
"What Is the reason," said the aunt
almost tearfully, "that yours are so
First Guest (at reception) Have
good, and mine are so bad? Why, do you a speaking acquaintance with that
you know, the twins were actually lady in black?
fighting this morning, and Edith is so
Second Guest No; I have a listen
horrid and selfish. She won't let Ed- ing acquaintance with her. She has a
na touch a thing, and Edna cries when
peaking acquaintance with ma. .
First Guest I don't understand.
nothing at all is the matter."
Second Guest She's my wife.
"Can't you give them something to
3o?" asked Mrs. Marsh.
',
"But what?" said the maiden aunt.
WELL WATERED
"Oh! anything. If they suggest anything, let them do It If you possibly
can. If not, you suggest something.
If your invention runs out, you might
look out of the window, and see what

H. C. YOUNG

Automobile, Carriage &

If

1912.

FOR SALE CHEAP Two
pieces of
property, corner' Third and Colum
bia. Call at 902 Third street.

For Rent

--

Ma

m

wn iujavi
room, ,712
Fifth. Inquire between 11 and 12
a. m.

FOR RENT Strictly modern home
Ideal location; elegantly furnished
no sick people. See Cutler Broth
ers.

RETAIL PRICES

Ike, or More, Eaoh Delivery
to
lbs. Each DeNwsry
lbs. U
Iba, Eaot. Delivery
fie lb, to MB Iba, Eaoh Delivery
Let Than SB Iba, Each Delivery

1,858 Iks,
..

An article that has real merit should
time become popular. That such Is
the case with Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy has foeen attested by many
dealers. Here is one of them H.
W. Hendrlckson,
Ohio Falls, Ind.,
writes, "Chamberlain's Cough RemIs
the
edy
best for coughs, colds and
croup, and is my best seller." For
sale by all dealers:
In

tZi
.m

..

,.

too per 1st las.
1st Ifca,

26o per

per 1M tba.
4se per 1M lbs.

SOe

,.

sat

p,

iM Iba

AGUA PURAiCOIIPAlNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purit
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
"
Famous-Off- ice
701 Doufflas Avenue.
4

FOR RENT Nicely furnished house
keeping rooms at 1030 Fifth street.

ANT Ads
Are Best

FOR RENT For Elks only, a few
choice rooms in the New Elks'
Home.
FOR RENT

Fine suite of furnished
housekeeping rooms, elactrio lights,
baths, etc. Excellent location, 918
Eighth

MARRY

Interesting

particulars free.

Thousands rich, 'ail ages, tired
ing alone. Mrs. Hyde, 2679-sion street, San Francisco.,

livMis-

WE TEACH you a trade in a few
months' time; no expense but your
work.
Electricity,
automobiles,
plumbing, bricklaying. 100 satis-fle- d
workmen today; 40 Jobs goinj.
free.
United
Catalogue
Trade
School Contracting Co., Los An- geles.

Market Finders

street

Classified ads. search out Unpeople to whom
amonr al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular
thiag is worth most.
That property "you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to some-on- e
who reads the ads. In this newspaper and would
never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, wan
(and are anxious to find and, pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible
buysrs, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the

best markets!

,
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Have you any article, large or small, of which you wish to dispose?
advertisement in the classified section will sell it for you.

An
n

are a merchant and wish to let the public know youhave desirable
merchandise, a display advertisement in The Optic will fill your store with
customers.
If you

1 ?

Have you lost something?
for you.

A notice in the classified column will find it

Have you found something of apparent value?
will bring the owner to your door.

The Optic's classified ads

Though it is a first class class salesman and a first class detective, The
Optic does not charge the high fees demanded by such professions.

vs&.---
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LOCAL NEWS

SMALL BUT SOUND AND FINE FLAVOR

See Van

for

$1

the Thing for Fielding
10 poundslfor 25c
50 pounds for S1.00

-

-'-

pettea for lnsuranca,

nuven
ll.ilul-ll

I

,

pounds green tomatoes
at the 5, if) auti 25 Cent Store.

Twenty-Jiv-

e

Ftnct'i Golden Wedding Rye. Aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of court a.

W

CROPS AUE

mi

UH

the
IIIL

September

of
Fall and Winter Underwear
Gun u::2

SACBIHLL SALL,

ULU1I

STILL

ON

BIGGER AND

BET

TER THAN EVER.
THE FARMERS WHO HAVE BEEN
WORKING ARE REAPING
A REWARD.

Bumper crops, the kind tbat are to
be seen In the best dry fsirming dis
tricts in the country, are rewarding

pa;
r

'

A

Is now complete in every detail. Union
Suits and Two Piece Garments in ail
exclusive
Weights and Colors We are

,

the toil of the farmers in the vicinity
:
i
fine Sunday dinner, of Cherryvale, according to the state
com
in
nvho,
E.
K,
ment
of
Johnson,
11:30 to 1:30, meals 25c. The clean
of Grant
place,' home 'COoUing. White Kitchen pany with C. C, Clayton
county, Okla, and C L. Holcomb.
Rev. J. M. Porter of the Society for spent Thursday and part of yesterday
Brass beds, 2 Inch posts,
Homeless Children
in Albuquerque, on the mesa. The farmers of that aisthe $13 kind, like, above $10.69
wiU speak tomorrow morning at the trict have had success with every kind
for $2.50 iron beds.
the
summer
and
$1.95
this
of
farm product
Christian tabernacle, at the 11 o'clock
$3.85 for the $5.00 metal couches with
harvest thla fall will be a big one.
service.
drop sides.
The corn crop of the past summer
The missionary tea of the Ladies' has been unusually fine, and corn on $2.75 for $3.50 cotton top mattresses
wool cot mattresses.
league of the Presbyterian church has the farms on parts 6f the mesa will $1.85 for
f
inches long. $4.85 for all cotton mattresses, faacy
been postponed from Tuesday, Sep average nine and
tick, imperial edge, $6.50 value.
tember 24, to Wednesday afternoon. The Mexican beans 'have 'thrived this
60c
75c printed linoleum, sq. yd
of
fruit
this
harvest
the
summer
and
will
be
held
and
25,
September
70c
K
85r
SQ.
ronnTfl
Thn
nrlnted
nrll!
linoleum,
yd
wheat
hwabnr
the home bt Mrs. Crossen, 1235 Sev.
and oat crops will fall a little below $1.25 granite inlaid, sq. yd...... .,. 95c
nth street.
$1.25
$1.45 inlaid linoleum, sq. yd
that of last year.
The farmers have met with especial $1.00 inlaid linoleum, sq. yu. ..$1.35
Two marriage licenses were issued
MASON'S BEST JARS.
tliis morning at the court house, i success in their ettorts to raise garaen
Frank Garduno, aged 19, and Clarita truck, some prize winning pumpkins, Pints 80c, quartB 90c, half gallons
$1.20 a dozen.
cabbage, water
Chavez, aeed 20. both of Las, Veraa. cucumbers, squash,
were the first couple to apply. A li- melons, turnips, sugar beets and ruta- - Jelly glasses, with tops, 40o a dozen- off on all blankets, owing to
cense was issued also to Juan Angel, bagas haying been grown.
of seme.
an
overstock
of
on
the
One
grown
place
Placldai
37,
;and
28,
Maes,
pumpkin
aged
aged
and
feet
four
E. Stevenson measured,
both of Las Vegas.
eight inches in circumference, and Mr.
Chesley "Thomason has been em Johnson brought in some sugar beets
Opposite th Y. M. C. A.
n
assistant in the office of tbfit weiehed six pounds each. Some
ployed
the Y. M. C. A. Thomason, who is a of the Hubbard squash weigh as high
Judge E. V. Long, O. A. Larrazolo and
student at? the Normal University, will as 40 pounds. 'Watermelons raised other court officials and members of
as
and
sized
afare
near Cherryvale
good
be in the office in the afternoons
the bar residing in Las Vegas, expect
ter school hours and in the evenings. sweet as 'sugar;
to attend the Cuadalupe county court
S.
last
Alfalfa planted by
Schweiger
which will make it possible for Assistsession.
ant Secretary H. D. Young to keep April grew to a heignt of 27 inches
are
roots
strong,
this summer. The
up in his social duties.
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
long, and
being about 25' inches
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
some
bumper
.Oast ntgat the Bridge Street Thea- Schweiger is booked for
week ending September 21, 1912:
ter 'drew capacity crowds. Tonight crops off of this field next year.
Mrs. Sarah Gibson;" Jack Gish; Mrs,
land
of
the
Extensive cultivation
another Wg program will happen. Th
Faustina
Hickey;
Griego; Chester
cama colored pictures, and the mon has rewarded the dry farmers with Miss
Miss Ruth Ras
Lujan;
Floripa
to
which
vary according
key carnival will hold the hoards. Jeff large crops,
ter; Teresita Montoya; Jack Scales;
will loop the loop; five thusand feet. the amount of time spent working the William
Sheeley; G. L. Spence; W. H.
five reels of pictures, will be shown land.
Wickham.
tonight making the biggest feature
When calling for the above please
show ever given for ten cents. Sun- ask for advertised letterV
day matinee and night shows will be TWO MURDER CASES ARE
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
given to take care of the crowds. Ad-'
'mission ten cents.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
'.
t
'4 GUADALUPE CGCMLT at
tha Opera Bar.
A meeting of the board of direc-- !
itors of the Las Vegas Commercial
TWO AVIATORS KILLED.
club has been called for Monday even- TERM OF COURT TO BEGIN MON
Saxony, Sept. 21. Two
Freidburg.
WILL
DAY AT SANTA ROSA
ing in the club rooms in the MasonGerman military officers were killed
BE BUSY ONE
ic temple. Business of importance
while flying near here today. This
Some time ago
Will be 'transacted.
makes the third 'double fatality in
it was announced that the club likely Two jnurder cases will be tried at Europe within the present month in
would be; Obliged to give up its quar- the fall term of the district court for which members of
army flying corps
ters unless the membership were in- Guadalupe county, which will begin were the victims The machine,
ROBa
with
to
in
a
Santa
committee
creased. Accordingly
Monday morning
which was of the monoplane type, was
secure new members was appointed. Judee Bavid-J- . Leahy presiding. Ed
being
piloted by Ueutenant Berger,
oS far as is known that committee has ward McNabb, who was tried
wno was carrying Liieuieiiam d 11115- done absoiiltely nothing. In the mean- fall for the murder of a man named hens as a passenger In flight from
time the club is going further Into Hargis in Vaughn and was convicted Cemnitz to Berlil
debt. It would seem that the com and sentenced to be hanged, later bemittee or somebody should get busy ing granted a new trial upon appeal
to the supreme court, will face trial
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
at once.
once more. McNabb's case was re
manded for a new trial because of FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
for light housekeeping, steam heat.
error on the part of the trial judge
electric light. 1022 Fourth street.
in refusing to allow certain evidence
mind
of
man's
tate
the
showing tie
at the time of the killing to be admit WANTED An experienced clothing
salesman.
Inquire Ben Lewis.
ted. It is alleged by the state that
McNabb, from a biding place In the
'
uper story of a building across the LOST Gray silk scarf with Persian
by our mew "pressing system'
border and tassle. Return to 922
street, shot and killed Hargis in the
it has the same attractive apDouglas avenue.
Moore.
Jack
barber shop of
pearance that it has wtnm
Moore, who is the principal witness
in the case of the state against Mcnew. Our process gives the
Nabb, will be placed oil trial at this
shirt the proper stiffness withterm of court for the murder of Wilout that harsh, board-likin
occured
liam
Tudor, which
FRESH EVERY DAY
effect.
Vaughn
early last summer. Tu:
was a prominent raildor,1 who
And, owing to the fact that
and Moore, sot into
way employe,
there is no friction used to
some
trouble
kind
of
regarding tne
this
iron your garments, by
GOODS
of their osns. This led
boyish
fights
is
method, there
positively
to the killing of Tudor. Moore claims
no .opportunity for unneceshe .shot in self defense, having been
sary wear.
attacked by Tudor. "'
Best in The City
The first case set for hearing is that
Our '"ptess ironers" make
and
of the state against Latham
your linens fit and look beHuddleston, charged with inciting a
wear belter,
tterand
riot. Tli.e grand and petit juries will
'
be empaneled with as little delay as
TRY OUR WGSK
possible. It is expected that the term
Bread, Rolls,
of court, in spite of the large amount
of criminal business upon the docket,
'
will be short.
Co
Pies,
Judge David J. Leahy, District Attorney Charles W. G. Ward, Assistant
617 Dough Are
Pboae Maa 81
District Attorney Charles Hedgcock,
Stenographer William E. Gortner,
For Sale
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Union Suit
l
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One-fift-

(Patented)

The crotch is knitted,
smooth, elastic, no seam
and closed Iiite a pair 01
'
drawers. Perfect convenience and
comfort without a single objection

o

.VEEE

EACH

1

u

unis suh ana you win

ijr

two piece sun or oiu eijfio uuwu
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The First of tlie Season
SHIPMENT

wcu.

iripa iinoeroraraienx ior
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j
ucvw
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15he ROSENTHAL

SEAL SHIPT OYSTER!

REGULAR

Occ2i Cpo! ch
iWhiteCat Brand

V

T

one-hal-

Ml
the cacn

Comfortable

m

3

h.

k,

- '

I

''

1.

'

3

-

i

4

.

Direct from the Oyster

lei 8

J. .HSTEARNS

The Famous Egyptian Cotton
;

Guaranteed for 20 years

The Best Ma.tr ess on the
Market at any price.
Remember jpve carry a full line of COMFORTS,
BLANKETS, ETC.. ET- C-

.

S--

lTir

ltL..J.J

I

IwUir

cash

12.00
REGULAR RETAIL VALUE.
end raf
VT9 rrarphwsed several crload of this benntlfnl dinner-waras an exclufive deslKO
Jar! ourohase enabled the manufacturer to give
pir! of ortne com to "advertising
ebargiolt
price. We are
,da veryandlowonly
uo
a
inn
to
uciuai
'
salt yon
pay perceniaire
eipeuse,"
!
.
of a beautiful "Ooamos" rieaiKn luuKrunMt be duptloated In
"
to
inanty ionena man i in uy ruwu umun

6g.

IMPRESS,
MAN-MILL-

Ask lor deaoEiuUKe-olrcula-

you know, is

that

r.

"Mighty-Goo-

GES

d"

Flour that makes Baking

a Delijht

Trv a SackYou'llXike it.

Wti Home of the Besl'bf tverythlsg fatable

Las VegasV'Sfeanij

lies,

Laundry

)(,

Fresh Evejppay

Fried Cokes

Dretvd. Lolls. Cookies, fits, Cvkes
Cin-namo-

BEZJSTRATED
THE

SUFEnC:iTY

AGA1C3

CF "OLD ilC.'.IESTEAD"

FLOUR

Trade demands this flour to such extent that local competitors unable to sell their own brands ..resort to devious
methods of obtaiautfj supply of "Old Homestead."

Increase daily

Our sales
its

r

by SUCH acknowledgment of

superiority and selling qualities.- Order "Old Homestead" from your grocer or merchant'

CHARLES ILFELD CO.
Its Exclusive Distributers for Las Vegas and Albuquerque

Jefferson Raynolds President
- "
Hal.'ett Rayhoius Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice President
StepHen B. Davis .Vice President

Cate,

Beu!ioiits,

Bsxkery Goods, The Best in the City

Doughnuts, Fried Cakes and

Son

BAKERY

le

ALL

(El

623 625 DOUGLAS

e

we will
cash, draft, poatal or expreaimpneynu-der.lnnponBiiBd3.IWIn
Ad.lr. 89 coupons and re- n.e Tnf thpB beautiful seta by freight.
of the Larabee Flour Mills oomuauy,
China
Tbe
Department
aufchintorT, Kansas. Be anre to write your name and address Iltnly.
The coupons in LARABEB'S Flonr are also ttood for Rogers' Bllerwte

nd other yaluable premiums

J C.bJohnsen

U Your Shirt
Is Laundered

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupon from

Felt Mattress

Those Fine Large Fluffy Asters

mi

'

SLolls

Capital,

These are the flowers of the season

'if.
T THE GRAAF & IIAYVA'ID CO. STORE

507 Siilh

Slrtet

PERRY ONION
-S-

EEDSMEN

&

a SON

FLORISTS

Phone VesM III

J.

" ;;OF

Cionaion Rolls

75c PER DOZEN

n

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LAS VEGAS

$100,000 Sdkplus,

N; M. '

and Undividbd Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation. Within the Scope of Good BaEkinjj.
"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

Interest PsiJ on Tlm

